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1. Although the July 31 bombing of Vice Admiral Lambruschini's home casts a shadow over all near-term GOA actions, definitive decisions on the 35 or so persons charged under the ACTA have been institutional of June 18, 1976/expected some time in the near future.

2. To date, the GOA has only announced the transfer of seven persons sanctioned under the ACTA from prison to limited parole status. The announcement which was issued on July 28 affected the following persons:

   -- Antonio Juan Benitez
   -- Jose Alberto Vazquez
   -- Julio Carlos Gonzalez
   -- Rogelio Papagno
-- Carlos Saul Menem
-- Rafael Iannover
-- Orlando Benjamin Reynoso

3. (The government's announcement also listed David Graiver's former foreign exchange broker, Francisco Fernandez Bernardez. Fernandez in fact was released from executive detention on December 23, 1977 and is presently completely free, even traveling abroad on business. However, Fernandez's assets are frozen pending completion of the Council of Patrimonial Responsibilities investigation of their acquisition.)

4. There continues to be speculation in the press and in political circles that decisions are imminent to either release or set definite sentences for the former Peronist and labor leaders held under the ACTA. There are also reports that former President Mrs. Peron will be transferred to house arrest/ at her home in San Vicente, outside of Buenos Aires.